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The problem of high activity hot particles in the nuclear power

plants in US arisen in 1986, as reported by Reece [1], when a hot

particle, caused considerable local dose, was found on the skin

of an employee. After examination of 61 nuclear power station in

US in, 44 of them such particles were found. Recovered high

activity particles were classified in two types: activation

(metallic) particles,contained mainly Co with sizes ranged from

several }im to several mm and activities from 37 Bq to 37 MBq, and

fuel fragments, contained typical "cocktail" of fission and fuel

activation products with sizes and activities nearly of the same

order. In the paper 11] the high specific activity of particles

was pointed out. Thus, high point-like activity was concentrated

in very small volumes.

The high specific activity of fuel hot particles is not

unexpected and apparently depends on fuel burn-up and "age" of a
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particular particle. The specific activity of activation

particles is quite high, that means that the material has been

irradiated for considerable time in high density neutron flux.

Therefore, these particles have had their origin in facilities,

located near or in the core of the reactor, or they have freely

circulated in the coolant system.

High activity hot particles were found in the plant area of

Kozloduy nuclear power station in 1992 by the Monitoring Group. A

special programme for investigation of the problem was initiated

very soon after that with participation of physicists from the

Faculty of Physics of the University of Sofia "St.Kliment

Ohridski". During the investigations on hot particles on the

territory of Kozloduy NPP our experience on measurements of fuel

hot particles arisen from Chernobyl accident and reached Bulgaria

by atmospheric transport has been extensively used. Some basic

results on Chernobyl hot particles are presented in articles [2]

and (3J. Very useful in our searches on high activity particles

in the Kozloduy NPP area was the collection [4] of US documents

and related papers, concerning the problem, received by us with

the kindly cooperation of CUAEPP and IAEA. We haven't got till

now information on hot particles found in nuclear plants outside

the United States.

I. Methods and equipment used in searches of high

activity particles in the NPP area

Nonstandard portable radiometers of two types were being used to

recover hot particles in the NPP area. The first type radiometer

is equipped with SBT-10 (Russia) detector, which is a ^-counter
2

with thin entrance window of 36 cm area. This detector is very

convenient in recovering of fuel particles. The second device

used is a portable radiometer SRP-88 (Russia) with Nal

scintillation detector with crystal dimensions of 045x75 mm. It



is very useful in finding of activation particles even under the

ground surface. There is a sound indication •in both detectors,

which is mandatory in large area scans.

Recovered particle is picked up from the ground together with

small amount of inert material. In the laboratory this material

is scanned with a window-type counter of very small size, SBT-9

or SBM-11 (Russia), and the particle alone is picked up and fixed

on transparent adhesive tape. Particles prepared in this way can

be easily handled and subjected to nondestructive analysis such

as visualization, "jf- and [5-spectrometry and so on.

As a result of one-year work and large area extensive scans 420

high activity particles have been found an picked up in the

nuclear station area. Their distribution on the territory is not

uniform. Usually they form "nests" with areas of several squared

meters to several tens of squared meters. Recovered nests are

near the unit's in-out facilities: transport corridors, stopping

places for contaminated transport and places of cargo operations

with active materials and equipment. The disposition of these

nests shows clearly main paths and ways of hot particles

migration on the territory of the plant.

II. Types of hot particles

In the Kozloduy plant area we have found both main types of hot

particles: activation (metallic) ones - 85% of the total number,

and fuel fragments - 15% respectively. Complete "jf-spectrometric

analysis of about 300 particles have been performed with the help

of spectrometer with Ge(Li)-detector with 10% relative efficiency

and 2 keV resolution for Co-60 1332 keV line. Activities of

different radionuclides, contained in the particles and some

ratios between them have been determined. These ratios could give

information for the age and origin of the hot particles.
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1. Activation (metallic) particles

Main nuclides, which determine nearly the full activity of the

metallic particles, are Co and Mn. The ratio of Co activity
54over that of Mn is an approximate measure of the particle age.

For our particles this ratio varies from 0.8 for "youngest"

particles to over 200 for the oldest ones. In the young particles
51 58 S7

short-lived isotopes Cr, Co and Co have been found also. It

is well known that ratios between radionuclides in the activation

particles depend on many factors like: steel composi t ioji, neutron

flux density, exposure time, so-called "cooling" time and so on.

This dependence makes the estimates of activation particle's age

rather rough.

Nevertheless, it could be stated that particles of ages from less

than one year to 15 or more years have been found. In fact, the

age of the oldest particles coincides with the time of nuclear

plant operation.

On Fig.l the obtained distribution of the activity of 85 metallic

particles is shown as a histogram. The distribution is

logarithmic-normal with parameters: geometric mean A - 48 kBq
g

and geometric standard deviation 0 s 4.041. Properly normalized
g

theoretical distribution with the same parameters is shown with

solid line. It should be noted that the particle activities

strongly correlate with their dimensions.

Visualization of hot particles has been made with the help of

optical stereo microscope with magnification till 100. Activation

particles offer large variety of shapes and forms. The great part

of them are non-isometric: one particular dimension is

considerably greater (linear shape) or smaller (plate) than other

two. For sake of convenience we have divided them in several
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Fig.l. Activity distribution of 85 metallic hot particles.

morphological types: shavings, plates, bands, metallic balls. Of

course, this classification could not be followed in all cases

and many mixed types exist. As a rule, on the surface of

activation particle more or less pronounced traces caused by

mechanical treatment can be found. This is most clearly seen on

the particles of shaving type. Often there are straight traces

from the "tool" on one of the sides of such particle and on the

other side ribs perpendicular to the traces can be seen.

On Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5 inicrophotographs in visible light of

typical representatives of different morphological types are

shown. Plotting paper serves as a background and its 1 mm squares

allow quick estimation of particle dimensions.
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Fig.2. Particle No.301, "shaving", Radionuclide composition:

- 2.42X105 Bq; 5?Co - 7.3x10^ Bq; 6°Co - 8.26x10 Bq.

54
Mn

54U
Fig.3. Particle No.115, "plate", Radionuclide composition: Mn

- 3.93X104 Bq; 5?Co - 1.2xlQ2 Bq5 6°Co - 4.3x10 Bq.
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Fig.4. Particle No.101, "band", Radionuclide composition:

- 3.7xl03 Bq; 57Co - 14 Bq; 6°Co - 2.1xlQ4 Bq.

Mn

• %

Fig.5. Particle No.363, "metallic ball", Radionuclide composition:
60 4
Co - 6.3x10 Bq.
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The specific volume activity of a few particles with relatively

simpler forms has been estimated using "jf-spectrometric data and

visualization. Evaluated specific activities range from 1x10
1 6 3

Bq/mnf to 5x10 Bq/mm .

Two types of particles have been observed, which cannot be

classified as metallic ones. We called them "scum" and "crud". In

the crud particles, besides activation products, typical fission

products have been observed. These two types of particles are

very fragile (crumbly), in opposite of metallic ones.

A probable way of generating typical metallic particle«s. is the

material wearing. The heads and tails of burned fuel assemblies

undergo activation and reach the specific activities mentioned

above. Along the usual operations of clipping and detaching of

fuel assemblies during the refuelling process the heads (bayonet

clamp) and the clipping tool of refuelling machine. as well as

the assemblies tails and sockets form friction pairs and.

therefore, these pairs could be a source of metallic particles

due to microscrapings, friction between pins and their holders

and so on. Particles produced in this way could be found in the

spent fuel pools - on the bottom and on the racks.

Possibly, they could be also found on the bottom of all water

volumes temporarily created

during the refuelling process.

The same technological processes as well as the work of coolant

system devices could produce metallic particles, which would

float freely in the coolant and - after many turns, could get

oval, nearly spherical shape. A probable "reservoir" of such

particles could be the mechanical filters of the by-pass

filtering system of the coolant.



2. Fuel hot particles

It is dlear that appearance of fuel particles is connected to the

problems with loss of integrity of fuel elements cladding. Three

generations of fuel particles can be seen in our sample. The

basis for such division is ratio of Cs to Cs activity as

measured by the ^-spectrometry. For the oldest generation (About

60% of the investigated particles belone to it.) this ratio is of
137 90

order of 500. The activity is due mainly to Cs and Sr
90

(+ Y). In addition, these particles demonstrate considerable
24 1

(X-activity due to transuranium elements. Am has been found by
--**•*" 241

the "jf-spect rometry, which is a decay product of Pu,
1 25

accumulated in the fuel. The long-lived fission products Sb,

Eu and Eu have been observed in such particles, too. We

connect the origin of these particles to the accident with

regulation fuel assembly in 1975, during the first run of Unit

One, which caused its interruption. The non-destructive

scintillation B-spectrometry has been carried out of these
90

particles , which allows determination of Sr activity using the
90

high-energy part of the Y fi-spectrum. It has been found, that

averaged ratio of Cs to Sr activity is equal to 1.4, which

is close to the theoretically predicted value 1.26. Considerable

deviations to lower values of this ratio occur for some
137

particles. This means loses of Cs which may be due to long

stay in water environment or in open air under the influence of

atmospheric factors. This ratio cannot be measured for younger

particles without special numerical processing of ^-spectra

because of intensive Rh( Ru) and

the high energy part of the spectrum.

because of intensive Rh( Ru) and Pr ( Ce) components in

The existence of a middle generation of fuel particles probably

reflects the presence of "water-nonhermetic" fuel elements in the

core of running unit, in the youngest particles investigated by

our group (5% of the total number, age around one year) the main

contribution to the activity is given by well-known group of
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radionuclides Zr, Nb, Ru, Ru, Ce, Ce. Only 5% of

particle activity in this case are due to Cs and Cs.

The activity distribution of fuel particles has been obtained on

the basis of V"-spect romet ri c data. (The activity of pure

P~emitters is not included.) This distribution for 38 particles

is shown on Fig.6 as a histogram. It is logarithmic-normal with

geometric mean A = 12 kBq and geometric standard deviation 0 =

6.5. The solid line on the figure represents the theoretical

distribution with the same parameters. It should be noted that

distributions shown were obtained at an earlier s.ta«se of our

investigations and. therefore, they do not include data for all

particles recovered and isolated till now.
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Fig.6. Activity distribution of 38 fuel hot particles. (The

activity of pure p-ernitlers is not included.)

Viewing fuel particles with stereo microscope one can see that

they are isotnetric. in opposite to metallic ones. They are nearly

black and a granular structure can be seen on their surface.

Regardless of their size, as well as the nest, where they have
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been found, their surfaces look very similar. With no doubt, the

fuel particles are micro fragments of UO pellets.

On figures 7 and 8 microphotographs of two typical fuel particles

are shown. It should be noted, that mechanically the fuel

particles are crumbly. That's why in active soil probe several

high activity micro fragments can be found, which is not the case
90 90

of typical metallic particles. The existence of Sr (+ Y) and

OL-active transuranium elements in fuel particles makes them very

dangerous in radio biological aspect.

Having determined the sizes and activities of 15 f uel-1"- part ic les,
137

their specific volume activity due to Cs has been calculated

in Bq/mm . This quantity for the old hot particles is about

3.5x10 , while for the young ones it reaches values of 2.3x10

Bq/mm . The low specific activity of the old particles,

originated from the already mentioned accident in 1975 is due to

low burn-up of the fuel (interrupted one-year run), as well as to

the long "cooling" time.

Apparently, the source of fuel fragments hot particles is

breaching of the fuel elements' cladding in some assemblies.

Possible "reservoir" of such particles could be the filters of

the system for by-pass coolant filtering and the sediments in the

spent fuel pools, especially if assemblies with recovered

non-hermeticy are being stored improperly.

Investigations described here have led to collection of large

amount of data about physical properties, radionuclide

composition and activities of hot particles in the area of

Kozloduy NPP. This data could be used as an input for estimations

of radio biological effects and doses . It has been pointed out

that usual technological processes exist, in which hot particles

are being generated. Their migration to the plant territory,

however, it is not connected to usual technological processes but
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Fig.7. Particle No.8, Radionuclide composition:
125

Sb - 90 Bq,
1 3 4 Cs - 120 Bq, U 7 C s - 9 .0X10 4 Bq; 1 5 4 Eu - 350 Bq, l 5 5 Eu - 200

Bq, 241Am - 1.2x10 Bq.
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Fig.8. Particle No.119, Radionuclide composition: 125
Sb - 640 Bq,

134Cs - 2.9X103 Bq,l3?Cs - 2.03X105 Bq;

- 1000 Bq,241Am - 6X103 Bq.

- 4.9xlO3 Bq,
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is a result of improper maintenance of lock's areas and careless

performing of cargo operations with activated equipment and

radioactive waste. This conclusion leads to necessity of

reconstruction of units' locks and improvement in control and

monitoring for hot particle detection in the different workplaces

of the nuclear station.

The investigations described here have not been finished yet and

probably they will form a basis of an extensive long-term

programme for control and monitoring of high activity particles

in the area of Kozloduy NPP. They would be impossible without

cooperation of plant staff and authorities, for which we express

them our sincere gratitude.
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Appendix. Particle # 125:

CM If.



Appendix. Particle # 121:


